CAMP OVERVIEW

Exclusive use tented camp tailored to private family safaris.

TENT CONFIGURATION
- 3 Double / Twin en-suite luxury tents.
- 1 Family unit with 2 adjacent double/ twin en-suite luxury tents.
- Additional children can be accommodated in camping beds.
- Lounge and dining tent with outdoor seating area, and a small library/ shop pavilion.
- View of Mathews Mountains, Kikwar Lugga and the camp waterhole.

ACTIVITIES
- Total exclusivity of 39,000 acres straddling both sides of the Mathews Mountains with 100% freedom for private guides to run it 'their way'.
- 'Desert Rose to De Brazza monkeys in one day'.
- Break from stereotypical game-driving safaris
- Authentic Samburu culture including kijiji (village) visits, walks with herdsmen and singing wells.
- Walking the network of luggas and exploring the Mathews Mountains.
- Heli excursions locally.
THE LIE OF THE LAND
SINGING WELLS & SOARING MOUNTAINS
UNDERSTATED LUXURY IN THE WILDERNESS
WE HOPE TO SEE YOU UP NORTH SOON...

Rob, Storm, Angus & the Kalepo Community
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